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Abstract

This paper aims to give a contribution to the design of
heavily loaded marine propellers by numerical methods.
In this work a wake-adapted lifting line model is used
to obtain the optimum circulation distribution along the
propeller’s blade. This is done via variational method,
presented by Coney [1]. In this context, two approaches
to the representation of the wake field are compared:
the first method utilizes Betz’s condition for moderately
loaded propellers, in which the wake is aligned with the
hydrodynamic pitch angle; and, the second method, in
which the wake will be aligned with the local velocities,
utilizes Kutta’s Law to create a non-lifting wake surface.
A brief comparison of the influence of the effect of tip
vortex roll-up is done and the results of both methods
is submitted to the same lifting surface correction pro-
cedures. Finally, the geometries generated in each case
is analyzed in a panel method software and the perfor-
mance of both geometries are compared.

1 Introduction

In the context of potential flow, the lifting line model
represents the blades’ surface by a line of distributed
bound vortices which, integrated along the radius, pro-
vides the total thrust required by the hull and the pitch
angle of each section. In general, the velocity that each
section is subject to is described in the diagram in figure
1 below.

Furthermore, in order to satisfy Kelvin’s theorem, the
lifting line model must include free vortices shed from the
boundaries of bound vortices and extending to infinity
downstream of the propeller with equivalent circulation
given in equation 1.

Γf (r) =
dΓ(r)

dr
dr (1)

A discreet model is idealized by horseshoe elements
which extend sufficiently far downstream of the propulsor

Figure 1: Induced velocities on the lifting line

and with circulations, Γif , given by equation 2. In this
manner, for every bound vortex, there is an upper and a
lower free vortex line shed from its boundaries.

Γif = Γi+1 − Γi (2)

The geometry of these free vortex lines shed down-
stream are not known a priori and, in general, should
be calculated as part of the solution of the design prob-
lem. Some approximations valid for moderately loaded
propellers have been developed using Betz’s condition,
equation 3, which prescribes the alignment of the wake
field with the hydrodynamic pitch angle calculated at the
lifting line.

tanβ

tanβi
= η.

√
1− w(xr)

1− wo
(3)

Another approach makes use of Kutta’s Law, equation
4, applied to the free vortex lines. These lines should not
generate any lift and consequently must be aligned with
local velocities.

~L = ρ~Γ× ~V = 0 (4)
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Betz’s condition has been extensively utilized and
studied to model the wake field and has proven to be
suitable to design propellers operating in moderately-
loaded conditions, as proposed by Lerbs [2]. In addition,
Wrench [6] presented asymptotic formulae that provide
fast calculations of induced velocities for propeller wakes
satisfying Betz’s condition, providing reasonably good
convergence.

Further, the helicoidal shape of the free vortex lines
are simply generated by keeping a constant pitch (hy-
drodynamic pitch angle) along the free vortex lines shed
downstream of the blade, as in figure 2.

Figure 2: Lifting line model. Bound and trailing vortices

Majority of the lifting line propeller design codes are
based on this assumption which turn to be very erratic at
higher loading conditions as the constant pitch assump-
tion can not carry any information regarding the effects
of tip vortex roll-up or wake radial contraction into the
subsequent optimization algorithm.

The significance of these effects has been recently high-
lighted in the works of Brizzolara et al. [3], with regards
to hub effects and Arán and Kinnas [4], with regards
to highly loaded conditions. The cited works demon-
strate that the shape of the optimum circulation ob-
tained with local velocity alignment may significantly
differ from that obtained using the conventional Lerbs
(1952)-Wrench (1965) method.

Hence, two approaches to model the lifting line are
considered in this work: one in which the wake is aligned
with the hydrodynamic pitch angle, to be referred to as
Hydrodynamic Pitch Angle Alignment Scheme, or HPA;
and, the other, in which the wake is aligned with the local
velocities, to be referred to as Local Velocity Alignment
Scheme, or LVA.

This paper investigates the difference between the
performance obtained between propulsor geometries ob-
tained using HPA and LVA in order to shed light on the
importance of considering tip vortex and wake contrac-
tion effects in early stages of design to improve accuracy

of results, especially at higher loading conditions. The
reference design case in this paper is based on a well
known case worked out by Kerwin [5] and reproduced
here in table 1.

Table 1: Case test used

r/R c/D Cd Va/Vs Vt/Vs
0.2 0.17400 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.25 0.19700 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.3 0.22900 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.4 0.27500 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.5 0.31200 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.6 0.33700 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.7 0.34700 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.8 0.33400 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.9 0.28000 0.008 0.880 0.00000
0.95 0.24000 0.008 0.880 0.00000

1 0.00200 0.008 0.880 0.00000

Furthermore, in all cases presented here the hub of the
propeller was modeled by image vortices method. These
image vortices are positioned at a radii, rv given by equa-
tion 5, in which rt, are the radii of the free vortices.

rv =
r2h
rt

(5)

2 Design Methodology

The design methodology represented in the diagram
of figure 3 was utilized in this work. It consists of an
iterative method in which the geometrical representation
of the lifting line and, most importantly, of the wake field,
are used to calculate the induced velocities on the lifting
line by the direct application of Biot Savart’s Law.

These velocities are used as input for the circulation
optimization algorithm also defining the hydrodynamic
pitch distribution. The routines then verify the varia-
tion of these distributions against the immediate previ-
ous step. The relative difference between the circulation
or the tangent of the hydrodynamic pitch angle at any
point in the radius of the blade is compared to the given
tolerance to ensure numerical convergence.

This methodology is applied for both HPA and LVA
cases. For the HPA approach, the propeller’s wake is
aligned with the hydrodynamic pitch angle and is kept
fixed along the free vortex lines of the wake. Induced
velocities are calculated using the asymptotic formulae
proposed by Wrench [6].

For the LVA approach, however, the wake is aligned
with the local velocities calculated for each segment in
the wake from the direct application of Biot Savart’s Law.
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Figure 3: Design Methodology: both HPA and LVA ap-
proaches

3 Wake Geometry

3.1 Hydrodynamic Pitch Angle Align-
ment Scheme (HPA)

Using the HPA approach, the initial geometry of the
wake is obtained using the uncorrected angle β, given in
equation 6 as the pitch of each free vortex line.

tanβ =
Va

ωr + Vt
(6)

Once the axial, ua, and tangential, ut, induced veloc-
ities are calculated, the corrected hydrodynamic pitch
angle, βi, is calculated by means of equation 7. The
helicoidal lines of the wake’s free vortex lines are hence
adjusted to this new angle.

tanβi =
Va + ua

ωr + ut + Vt
(7)

The generated wake geometry with the hydrodynamic
pitch alignment scheme is shown in figure 4 for a pro-
peller with CT = 1, J = 0.8 and w0 = 0.12.

3.2 Local Velocity Alignment Scheme
(LVA)

The algorithm to align the wake with the local veloci-
ties consists of calculating the total velocity at the wake
field one row of elements at a time and subsequently ad-
justing the shape of the remaining rows downstream to
match the shape of the parent row before.

Initially, the free vortex lines are aligned with hydro-
dynamic pitch angle. Subsequently, starting from the
first row, the total velocity at the control points of the
wake are calculated, as per equation 8, where ux,y,z are
the cartesian components of the induced velocities and
θ is the angle between the Z and Y coordinates of the
control points.

~V = (Va+ux)~i+(Vt−ω.r. sin θ+uy)~j+(ω.r. cos θ+uz)~k

(8)

The coordinates of the points in the next row are de-
fined by equation 9, where δS is the length of the segment
linking points Xi and Xi+1, as shown in figure 5(a).

~Xi+1 = ~Xi + δS
~V i

||~V i||
(9)

The remaining points downstream of that are adjusted
so that their shape matches the one at the first row. Once
all points downstream are corrected, the procedure then
moves to calculate the induced velocities in the second
row of elements, and so forth, as shown in figure 5(b).
The generated wake geometry with this scheme is shown
in figure 6, for a propeller with CT = 1, J = 0.80 and
w0 = 0.12.

The cross sections of the wake can be visualized in
figure 7 (worth noting the sections represented are not
equally spaced). The development of the tip vortex roll-
up starts at about a quarter turn downstream of the
lifting line and is fully developed (third curve from right
to left) in one complete turn of the wake.

4 Induced Velocities

4.1 Hydrodynamic Pitch Angle Align-
ment Scheme (HPA)

The calculation of the induced velocities for the hy-
drodynamic pitch alignment scheme was made through
the use of Wrench’s [6] formulae, in which the normal-
ized induction velocities (axial, ūa, and tangential,ūt) are
calculated by equations 10 and 11.

ūa(m, i) =
z

4πrc
(y − 2zyy0F1) (10)

ūt(m, i) =
z2

2πrc
(y0F1) (11)
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Figure 4: HPA model - CT = 1, J = 0.80 and w0 = 0.12

Figure 6: LVA model - CT = 1, J = 0.80 and w0 = 0.12

Otherwise, the normalized induced velocities are given
by equations 12 and 13.

ūa(m, i) = − z2

2πrc
(yy0F2) (12)

ūt(m, i) =
z

4πrc
(1 + 2zy0F2) (13)

Where,

F1 = − 1

2Zy0
α1

[
U

1− U
+ α2.

(
1 +

U

1− U

)]
(14)

F2 =
1

2Zy0
α1

[
1

U − 1
− α2.

(
1 +

1

U − 1

)]
(15)

And

α1 =

(
1 + y20
1 + y2

) 1
4

(16)

α2 =
1

24z

(
9y20 + 2

(1 + y20)1.5
+

3y2 − 2

(1 + y2)1.5

)
(17)

U =

(
y0(
√

1 + y2 − 1)

y(
√

1 + y20 − 1)
exp

(√
1 + y2 −

√
1 + y20

))z
(18)

y =
rc

rv tanβi
(19)

y0 =
1

tanβi
(20)
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(a) Step 1

(b) Step 2

Figure 5: Local velocity alignment scheme

Figure 7: LVA model wake cross-sections

4.2 Local Velocity Alignment Scheme
(LVA)

The calculation of the normalized induced velocities
for the local velocity alignment scheme was made by
means of direct application of Biot-Savart’s Law with
a Rosenhead-Moore kernel, given by equation 24. This
was done in order to smooth the calculations of velocities
induced by elements close to each other, which caused in-
stabilities in the calculations.

Figure 8: LVA model local pitch and radius variations

~̄u =
1

4Π

∫ ~dl × ~S(
||~S||2+δ2

) 3
2

(21)

These normalized induced velocities are used as input
parameters to the optimization algorithm, described in
the following section, to obtain the circulation distribu-
tion along the radius of the blade. Once this is done, the
induced velocities are calculated by means of equations
22 and 23.

ua(i) =

M∑
m=1

Γmūa(m, i) (22)

ut(i) =

M∑
m=1

Γmūt(m, i) (23)

In the LVA approach, however, the calculation of the
velocities used for the wake alignment are done by means
of equation 24, as in the wake alignment stage of the
procedure the circulations are already defined.
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~u =
Γ

4Π

∫ ~dl × ~S(
||~S||2+δ2

) 3
2

(24)

5 Circulation Optimization

The circulation optimization was performed using the
variational method proposed by Coney [1] in which the
propeller’s thrust and torque are obtained by numerical
integration of the lift and drag forces generated at each
section. As a result, the total thrust and torque are
calculated by means of equations 25 and 26.

T = ρZ

M∑
m=1

[(Vt(m) + ωrc(m) + ut(m))] Γ(m)∆r

− ρZ
M∑
m=1

[
1

2
V (Va(m) + ua(m)) c(m)Cdv(m)∆r

]
(25)

Q = ρZ

M∑
m=1

[(Vt(m) + ωrc(m) + ut(m))] Γ(m)r(m)∆r

− ρZ
M∑
m=1

[
1

2
V (Va(m)

+ ua(m)) c(m)Cdv(m)r(m)∆r

]
(26)

With the expressions for thrust and torque, it is pos-
sible to define an auxiliary function, H, in accordance
with the calculus of variations, in which Tr is the re-
quired thrust of the propeller.

H = Q+ λ(T − Tr) (27)

Taking the expressions of the partial derivatives of H,
with respect to all Γi and to the Lagrange multiplier, one
can obtain the system that provides the optimum cir-
culation distribution to maximize efficiency (minimizing
torque) while respecting the constraint of the required
thrust, Tr.

∂H

∂Γi
= 0 (28)

∂H

∂λ
= 0 (29)

This is a non-linear system as the multiplication of the
terms Γ.ut in 25 and the terms V.Va in the viscous part of
26. Linearization is obtained by rewriting these expres-
sions, making the terms u∗t and V ∗ fixed and assuming
an initial value for the Lagrange multiplier λ.

After every solution of the linearized system of equa-
tions, the values of Γi and λ are used to obtain the new
values of u∗t , V

∗ by equations 22 - 23 and 8, respectively.

6 Convergence Analysis

The methodology described in figure 3 is applied for
both HPA and LVA cases using a propeller with CT = 1,
J = 0.80 and w0 = 0.12. As seen in figures 9 and 10,
respectively, the convergence of the methods in terms of
velocities and circulation is very fast. The relative error
represented in these graphs are calculated as the max-
imum relative difference between the current iteration
and the first one.

In this work a tolerance of 0.1% was utilized, but this
value was rather arbitrary and it could be smaller with-
out prejudice of accuracy. The number of iterations nec-
essary to achieve the required tolerance, however, is non
linear with respect to the tolerance chosen.

Figure 9: HPA convergence of the error on circulation
and the induced velocities
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Figure 10: LVA convergence of the error on circulation
and the induced velocities

7 Comparison of Results

An initial comparison between the results of the two
methods shows that the approaches present significant
differences both in the distributions of circulation and
hydrodynamic pitch angle.

As a general rule, the LVA approach seems to attribute
higher loads at the root and decrease the loading at the
tip. The hydrodynamic pitch angle shows equally or even
more significant differences between the methods.

The HPA method presents significantly lower pitch an-
gles both at the root and at the tip sections of the blades
in comparison with the results using the LVA approach,
as these areas are more directly affected by vortex shed-
ding effects.

8 Propeller Initial Geometry

Once convergence is achieved, the initial geometry of
the propeller, that is, the initial distribution of camber,
angle of attack and geometric pitch angle is obtained.
The circulations, Γi, and chords, c, are used to define

the lifting coefficient of each section.

cLi =
2Γi
Vici

(30)

The total lift is generated at each section by both cam-
ber and angle of attack. In order to ensure a sufficient
margin to face cavitation, it is usually assumed that a
proportion of p = 90% of the total lift is generated by
camber and the remaining lift by angle of attack.

Hence, the angle of attack can be defined by equation
31, in which the slope of the cL − α curve of the foil is
assumed constant and equal to 2π.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Comparison of results
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αi =
cLi.(1− p)

2.π
(31)

The maximum camber of the section is defined by
equation 32, in which Kt and Kf are the coefficients
defined by Castagneto and Maioli [9], and mTi are the
maximum thicknesses of each section, (taken from table
1).

fi =
cip.cLi

(Kf (1 +Kt(
mTi

ci
))

(32)

Using a NACA16 thickness line with a mean line a =
0.8, the geometry of each foil that defines the sections of
the propeller are obtained.

Last, the chord and thickness distributions were ob-
tained using the method described by Brizzolara et al. [8]
in which criterion for strength and cavitation are simulta-
neously imposed on the propeller in a iterative manner to
optimize these distributions along the span of the blade.

The results obtained for the propeller in the HPA case
with CT = 1, J = 0.80 and w0 = 0.12 are presented in
figure 12.

Figure 12: Initial Geometry

9 Lifting Surface Corrections

With this initial geometry, corrections on angle of at-
tack and maximum section camber can be made by mod-
eling the geometry of the propeller by a zero thickness
lifting surface.

In this model, horseshoe elements are positioned along
the chord of the blade and free vortex lines are shed
downstream similarly to the lifting line model. The inte-
grated circulation along the chord of each section must
be equal to the total circulation given by the lifting line
in that section, as in equation 33

G(r, θ) =

∫ θt

θl

Gr(r, θ)dθ (33)

And, again, to satisfy Kelvin’s theorem, the strength of
the circulation of the free vortex lines is given by equation
34.

Gf (r, θ) = −dG(r, θ)

dr
dr (34)

Substituting equation 33 into 34 one gets:

(35)

Gf (r, θ) = − d

dr

∫ θt

θl

∂Gr
∂r

dθdr −

Gr(r, θl)
dθl
dr
dr −

Gr(r, θt)
dθt
dr
dr

From which the induced velocities are then calculated
by means of direct application of Biot Savart’s Law in
equation 36.

(36)

Vt
Vr

(P ) = −1

2

[∫∫
A1

Gr(r, θ)
~S × ~r
||~S||3

dθdr +

∫∫
A1+A2

Gf (r, θ)
~S × ~r
||~S||3

dθdr

]

And with some algebraic manipulations, one can ob-
tain the expression for the normalized induced velocities
from the lifting surface in equation 37.[
Un
Vr
− U

Vr

]
= −n ·

[
z∑
1

∫∫
A1

Gr(r, θ)
~S × ~r
||~S||3

dθdr

]
+

n·

[
z∑
1

[∫∫ (
Gr(r, θt)

dθt
dr

+

∫ θl

θ

∂Gr
∂r

dθdr

)
~S × ~r
||~S||3

dr

]]

− n

[
·
∫∫

dG

dr
(r, θ)

~S × ~r
||~S||3

dr

]
(37)
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Figure 13: Lifting surface model

where:

U

Vr
→ induced velocities from lifting line

The new mean line of each section is reconstructed by
its alignment with the total inflow velocity (now, includ-
ing the velocities calculated by the lifting surface) and
the geometry of the lifting surface model shown in figure
13 is used to obtain the maximum camber and angle of
attack distributions.

In figures 14 and 15, the resulting corrections and final
vales of both camber and angle of attack, respectively, are
presented for the propeller obtained with LVA approach,
with CT = 1, J = 0.80 and w0 = 0.12.

10 Performance Analysis and
Comparison

10.1 Lifting Surface Corrections

To verify the results obtained by the two different de-
sign approaches, an analysis of the two different propeller
geometries was performed by a higher fidelity numerical
method. To the purpose, a low order boundary element
method with flow aligned wake capability [10], exten-
sively validated over different types of propellers (e.g.
[11] [12]), was used.

The analysis was aimed to assess the fulfillment of the
design requirements by the fully numerical lifting line
model and, at the same time, to assess if the higher fi-
delity method which allows for the exact geometric fea-
tures of the propeller (in particular camber, thickness dis-
tribution along the chord and hub wasll effect) could pre-
dict the same performance variations between the HPA
and LVA cases.

The propeller geometries are those already presented
obtained from the design methods from the initial input
data of table 1, considering 5-bladed propeller, z = 5, a
diameter D = 5m.

Figure 14: Lifting surface angle of attack correction and
final distribution

The results of this analysis are summarized in table
2, presenting the thrust and torque coefficients and the
efficiency of the propellers obtained for both the HPA
and LVA cases, and for each case, including or not lift-
ing surface corrections in the methodology to derive the
propellers geometry characteristics.

The data points to a decrease in efficiency while in-
cluding the effects of wake alignment in the optimization
procedure. The HPA presented about 1.2% in reduction
of efficiency compared to HPA cases.

This decrease in efficiency is likely to be directly re-
lated to the effects of the tip vortex roll-up once both
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Figure 15: Lifting surface camber correction and final
distribution

geometries were subject to the same design criteria, with
exception of the geometry of the wake. Furthermore, the
sections of the blades seem to be working equivalently
well in terms of alignment of the local velocities, as seen
in figure 16. This is due to the pitch and camber correc-
tions of the lifting surface model

The pressure coefficient distribution along the chords
of the blade sections, whose geometry was obtained ex-
cluding lifting surface corrections, shows a common trend
experienced by both geometries.

This indicates their operation to be comparable, at
least from what can be inferred with a potential flow
based analysis, which leads to the obvious conclusion
that the effects of the wake alignment with the local
velocities plays an important role in the operation of
heavily-loaded propellers.

The panel method also showed significant differences
in terms of circulation and induced velocities between
the HPA and LVA designes. The variation in thrust co-
efficient between LVA and HPS predicted by the panel
emthod is nearly 3% .

As expected the closest thrust to the design value is
achieved by the propeller LVA with lifting surface correc-
tions, as predicted by the panel method. This confirms

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16: Pressure coefficient distribution at different
radii of the blade
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the closer fidelity of the fully numeric lifting line model
with flow adapted vortical wake.

In addition, the comparison between the effects of lift-
ing surface correction in the final performance of the pro-
peller was analyzed and, as the data shows, the total
thrust produced by propellers submitted to lifting sur-
face correction procedure in comparison with those which
have not is generally higher in comparison to those which
were not.

The increase in thrust is mainly due to the increase
of camber and to a lesser extent to the angle of attack
distributions added by the lifting surface method. This is
observed in figures 18 and 19 and it is in accordance with
the initial design philosophy adopted to have a larger
margin on the possibility of face cavitation by assigning
a 10% lift contribution to angle of attack.

The lifting surface corrections, obtained with the pre-
sented method which considers the hub effects, tend to
increase the angle of attack of the root sections and de-
crease their maximum camber. The result of this correc-
tion appers right as confirmed by the correct shapes of
pressure distribution for the profiles at the blade root, as
for instance presented in 16, for r/R = 0.25 (a).

The increase in thrust is also observed in the compari-
son of the circulation distributions , as seen in figures 17
and 20, between HPA and LVA cases.

Figure 17: Comparison of circulation distributions due
to lifting surface corrections for HPA approach

For the HPA case in which lifting surface corrections
were performed, however, the relative error is slightly
increased to 5.7% in comparison with the case in which
no corrections were made.

Figure 18: Comparison of camber distributions due to
lifting surface corrections

Figure 19: Comparison of geometric pitch distributions
due to lifting surface corrections

Table 2: Comparison of results

Method KT 10.KQ η
Lifting line

HPA 0.2532 0.4064 0.8000
LVA 0.2532 0.4105 0.7950

Panel method
HPA˙noLS 0.2529 0.4497 0.7161
HPA˙LS 0.2657 0.4780 0.7079

LVA˙noLS 0.2472 0.4453 0.7068
LVA˙LS 0.2589 0.4721 0.6981
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Figure 20: Comparison of camber distributions due to
lifting surface corrections for LVA approach

11 Conclusions

In this work, the systematic methodology utilized to de-
sign wake adapted propellers under heavily-loaded oper-
ation has shown the importance in considering the effects
of tip vortex roll-up in early stages of design. The com-
parison of the efficiencies obtained by the HPA method
with those obtained by the LVA method indicates a sig-
nificant decrease in efficiency when the effects of the
aligned wake are considered through the fully numeri-
cal method (LVA). This observed trend goes in the right
direction, i.e. it tends to bring the efficiency estimated
by the lifting line down to more realistic values.

Furthermore, the comparison between of results ob-
tained between cases in which lifting surface corrections
were not performed, with those in which they were,
clearly points out to the importance of including those
effects in design stages of propeller design.

The data observed in this paper show that by neglect-
ing the effects of wake tip vortex roll-up (that is by de-
signing the geometry of the wake using Betz’s condition)
the designer might incur in a significant overestimation
of the propeller thrust and in a non-correct load dis-
tribution along the radius. In addition, only when the
proposed fully numerical lifting line method is combined
with lifting surface corrections that consistently consider
the wall effect induced by the hub presence, the method-
ology seems able to provide a propeller geometry that
achieves the initial design thrust requirements.

In the coinsidered design case of a heavily loaded pro-
peller, CT = 1, the global correction of thrust given by
the lifting surface method induce an increase of thrust
of about 4%, while the use of the fully numerical lifting
surface method reduces it by about 3%, getting the clos-

est result to the design value, also in terms of radial load
distribution (especially close to the tip and the hub).
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CT - Propeller thrust coefficient, 3
Cd - Drag coefficient, 2
J - Propeller advance coefficient, 3
L - Lift force, 1
V - total velocity, 1
V a - Wake axial speed, 2
V s - Ship speed, 2
V t - Wake tangential speed, 2
δS - Length of wake segment , 3
η - propeller efficiency, 1
~Xi - Position of ith wake element , 3
~u - Induced velocity, 6
c - Section chord, 2
cLi - Lift coefficient, 7
rh - Hub radius, 2
rt - Bound vortex radius, 2
rv - Free vortex radius, 2
ux - X-component o induced velocity, 3
uy - Y-component o induced velocity, 3
uz - Z-component o induced velocity, 3
w - wake fraction, 1
wo - mean wake fraction, 1
z - Number of blades , 3
H - Auxiliary function, 6
Kf - Camber section coefficient, 8
Kt - Thickness section coefficient, 8
Q - Propeller torque, 6
T - Propeller thrust, 6
Γ - bound vortex circulation, 1
Γf free vortex circulation, 1
α - Angle of attack, 8
β - uncorrected hydrodynamic pitch angle, 1
βi - corrected hydrodynamic pitch angle, 1
~̄u - normalized induced velocity, 5
mTi - Maximum thickness, 8
p - Lift proportion factor, 8
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